


Chart of the Week

The US economy is 
getting a fiscal shot in 
the arm just as it
reaches full capacity. 
This is the first time in 
decades that hefty US 
stimulus is coming
outside of a recession. 
The tax cut and public 
spending adding about
one percentage point to 
growth this year
Source: blackrock



Macroeconomic Data



Comments

• Tankan Large Mfg Index

 The sentiment index for large manufacturers is still at a high level, even with the 2 point tick
down to 24

 The signal on capex was also fairly positive. On average, large companies plan to increase
investment by 2.3% in the fiscal year through March 2019. That beat the consensus estimate 
of 1.0%

 The outlook for the next quarter came in at 20, below an upward- revised 21 in 4Q and falling
short of the consensus estimate of 22. Looking ahead, one concern is that companies’ forex
forecasts may come back to bite them. Today’s survey showed they assume dollar/yen rates
of 110.67 for fiscal 2017 and 109.66 for fiscal 2018. If the yen remains stronger than forecast, 
corporate profits could undershoot projections

Source:bloomberg

Domestic Growth still Solid, JPY a risk



Comments

• ISM Mfg Index (1/2)

The manufacturing ISM eased slightly in March from February, but maintained levels
consistent with robust activity in the factory sector. As a result, the quarterly
performance is the strongest since mid-2004

 GDP growth may be temporarily depressed in the first quarter, but the ISM results signal
that underlying economic activity continues to build momentum, laying the groundwork
for a strong rebound in the second quarter

 ISM Employment dropped to 57.3 from 59.7. Despite the drop, readings in the upper 50s 
should be sufficient to maintain, if not build upon, the improvement in manufacturing 
payrolls over the past several months. 



Comments

• ISM Mfg Index (2/2)

The underlying subcomponents showed a pullback from the extremely robust readings
of new orders and production logged over the past several months. New orders dipped
to 61.9 from 64.2 prior, and production slipped a point to 61.0. 

Supplier delivery times (60.6 vs. 61.1) remained elevated, emblematic of an economy 
constrained by supply chain bottlenecks as it operates near capacity

Source:bloomberg

Sign of last phase of growth



Comments

• CHINA PMI

Mixed readings from China’s early indicators cloud the picture on growth at the end of 
1Q

 A slower reading for the Caixin manufacturing purchasing managers’ index was a 
contrast with the stronger outcome for the official gauge

Bloomberg analists continue to expect a moderate slowdown stretching over the year.
Source: Bloomberg

China Growth could Slow Down



Comments

• EU PMI

 Euro-area manufacturing expanded at the weakest pace in eight months in March as factories
delayed production due to increasing capacity constraints.

Markit said that while supply-chain bottlenecks and bad weather were stymieing production, 
in some cases demand is being capped by higher prices and the euro’s appreciation.

 Policy makers at the European Central Bank are debating when to wind down extraordinary
monetary stimulus, and some officials have cautioned that a stronger currency, trade risks
and higher than- expected slack might be reasons to go slow.

Despite softer output growth in manufacturing, IHS Markit said the sector is still likely to 
make a substantial contribution to economic expansion in the first quarter

Source: Bloomberg

intermediate phase of growth or 
start of a slowdown?



Comments

• US DURABLE GOODS

strong pickup in February durable goods orders and a broader acceleration in shipments
signal that business investment is on an improving trajectory

Trump administration’s policies, incentivized capital spending stemming from the tax
reforms enacted at the end of last year, and more broadly due to the effective middle 
stage of the economic cycle commencing to have effect

Source: bloomberg

Positive effect of tax reforms



Comments

• Japan Labour Market

The rise in the unemployment rate and fall in the job-to-applicant ratio in February at
first glance suggest Japan’s red-hot labor market may be cooling. 

BUT

The former driven by an increase in the number new job- seekers and people voluntarily
leaving positions (presumably for better opportunities). The latter points to a little bit 
more flexibility in supply and demand, possibly an early sign that Japan Inc. is boosting
wages. That’d be good news for the Bank of Japan’s reflation effort.

Source:bloomberg

with inflation still only halfway to the 2% target, and 
a strong yen threatening to damp prices pressures, 
there’s little choice for the BOJ but to keep up its
extreme easing for now
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